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ABSTRACT:
We present a method which is a continuation of work-in-progress paper (Kozlova et al., 2014). LRO NAC DEM, orthomosaic, and
the results of detailed studies of the Lunokhod-2 route were used for modeling of individual sites in order to find observation points
for archival panoramas. The method suggests determination of rover coordinates from photogrammetry processing of obtained
surface images together with artificially modeled synthetic images produced from high-resolution DEM and orthomosaic. We have
now tested the method on models and on real Lunokhod-2 data. The method proved its effectiveness on models, however, for
Lunokhod-2 panoramas further research is needed to calibrate the camera properly.
1. INTRODUCTION
Russia has a long tradition in Moon exploration. Early
highlights of lunar research include the first images of the Moon
far side and the first soft landings. Also, the historic Lunokhods
were the first planetary rovers, extremely successful in their
early missions: Lunokhod-2 completed a traverse of about 40
km (Figure 1) and transferred about 100 panoramas of the lunar
surface back to Earth. These data were used for operational
decision-making during the missions, and subsequently for
science and exploration purposes. Unfortunately, only small
portions of the data have been processed and are available for
the scientific community in digital form.

New plans in space research include going on with “Luna”
program to study polar regions and even establish a lunar
control point network by means of rovers which are capable of
covering the distance of about 200 km. During these missions a
lot of experiments are planned (drilling, chemical analyses, etc.)
so there is a need in a technique which would provide accurate
binding of the investigation points to global Lunar coordinate
system. In the same time it is better not to use additional
equipment which will make the rover heavier and take lots of
energy resources.
That is why, our idea is to use surface images obtained by the
rover at points of investigation to help in determination of its
coordinates. And we suggest that using specially modelled
synthetic images as the base ones will make determinations
easier and more accurate.

2. METHOD, TECHNIQUE AND PRELIMINARY
RESULTS
So the goal is to identify the observation point of the image with
the best accuracy. Then, as we know construction of the rover,
we can define location of the rover itself or location of point of
our experiment. The developed technique includes several
steps:
- Preliminary orientation of the images. This step is necessary
in order to find the exterior orientation for modeling of base
images. In case the approximate coordinates and pointing are
known, it is possible to use them. Otherwise, these elements are
to be determined by visual comparison of the original surface
image with a situation in the landing area. To do these one can
use ancillary information about the route and all available maps,
DEMs and orbital images. It is possible to use usual software
for 3D-visualisation of DEM (such as ArcScene, Photomod,
etc.) to help with the search of pointing direction.
Figure 1. Map of Lunokhod-2 traverse
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For now we are working mostly with Soviet Lunokhod data, so
we carried out preliminary allocation of available panoramas
along the identified rover wheel tracks (Kozlova et al., 2015).
This work showed that very few surface images can be
positioned steadily using GIS methods, as determination of
coordinates of observation points for each panorama is
complicated. By direct comparison with LRO NAC images it is
possible to identify only several panoramas on remarkable
places (e.g. near the Lander-module or which depicture
prominent features). On other areas lunar relief seems very
similar so other panoramas we had to put regularly onto the
track between the identified ones. However, taking into account
that Lunokhod-2 travelled during the 3rd lunar day up to 17.6
km but transmitted only 20 panoramas, it seems that uncertainty
of their location in some cases can be up to several km. We
tried to determine the pointing azimuth by identifying hills
which we can see on some of Lunokhod-2 panoramas and used
ArcScene (http://www.esri.com) to visualize the horizon. It
matches rather well with the horizon line seen on the part of a
panorama. However, this program allows us to measure neither
exact coordinates of observation point nor pointing direction.
Also it does not support a model of Lunokhod camera. That is
why visual identifications in GIS can be used only for
preliminary orientation.
- Modelling of synthetic base images. On this step the DEM is
transformed into a synthetic surface image using preliminary
exterior orientation and parameters of the camera for correct
geometry of the image. Orbital images are used to form the
texture of synthetic images (Figure 2). This step involves the
use of a specialized module OrthoDEM2Cam (Zubarev et al.,
2016) which calculates images that would be obtained by the
rover standing at the selected place and looking in the selected
pointing direction (Mitrokhina et al., 2013). The goal is to
model two or three artificial images that have the same objects
in the field of view that are visible in the original surface image
(Lunokhod panorama).
In general, most of the features seen in the foreground of
panoramas are too small or uneven to be identified in LRO
orbital images and DEMs, so at this step we mostly pay
attention on the background hills. There we look for several
prominent features (mostly relatively fresh craters on the hill
slope) and pin their coordinates in order to use them as ground
control points on the next step.

image. To provide relative orientation we need to measure tiepoints in overlapping areas and ground control points on all
images. Then we adjust all the images and measurements in
PHOTOMOD and get the position of observation point for the
original image.
Challenge here is to find common points between synthetic and
real images. There are a lot of panoramas where quality or
illumination conditions are not the best, or which capture plain
surface without any prominent features (such as boulders,
craters, hills on the horizon). The study showed that only about
10% of Lunokhod-2 panoramas can be used for rover
localization. In case of Lunokhod-1 this percentage is even
smaller due to the location of the landing site in the Mare far
from hills. For selected panoramas usually it is possible to find
at first about 5-7 ground control points at the background hills.
Tests show that this is enough for the first adjustment and first
refinement of exterior orientation for the original image.
Then, using the refined observation coordinates we again model
artificial surface image that is now closer to the original one and
has more common objects. So the number of control points
increases and stabilizes the observation geometry. At first we
can identify more objects of the background (on the slopes), and
then, after several iterations (adjustment and modelling) we are
approaching to the real observation point and it becomes
possible to identify also some objects (mostly craters) on a
horizontal plane of the foreground. Using such approach we can
increase the number of control and tie-points and repeat
adjustment until we get the desired accuracy.
To make the identification of control points easier it is possible
to model supplementary artificial images from different heights
above the surface, e.g. 10-30 m, – on such an image craters on
the mare plain are visible better (compare images in Figure 2).
As all synthetic images also contain image depth (3D position is
known for each pixel) from DEM it is easier to measure tiepoints first between artificial images in horizontal and oblique
view and then move the identified points onto the original
image.
It is better to collect more than 30 points, however, this number
mostly depends on resolution of original surface image and base
DEM/ortho, on the angle of the sun, on contrast and texture of
surface, on area of the landing site, and experience of the
operator.

The accuracy of the modelled artificial surface image mostly
depends on the input DEM. For example, for Lunokhod-2
region DEM with resolution 1.7 m/px was obtained
(Karachevtseva et al., 2016). Relative position of two points in
the DEM can be measured to 0.3-0.5 px that corresponds to the
accuracy of 0.5-0.8 m. On the other hand, pixel size of the
surface image depends on camera parameters and the distance to
the object. Lunokhod cameras have published focal length 12.5
mm and pixel size 13.1 µm, angular resolution of panoramas is
0.06° (Selivanov et al., 1971). So one pixel of the surface image
in the distance of 1.5 km corresponds to 1.6 m on the ground.
That is twice bigger than accuracy of the selected DEM.
- Joint photogrammetric adjustment of original and
synthetic images. On the next step, using photogrammetry
software PHOTOMOD (http://www.racurs.ru/) we adjust
together original surface image with the modelled ones. For the
adjustment we use known exterior orientation for artificial
models and preliminary exterior orientation for original surface
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a) measurements of ground control points and tie-points on
synthetic images in PHOTOMOD. Target image (Model 3) is in
the middle.

Figure 2. Example of artificial surface image modelling from
different observation height: upper - 30 m; lower - 2 m
(Observation coordinates: 25.78469°; 30.80354°, azimuth 190°,
downward pointing angle 5°).

3. TEST MEASUREMENTS
To test the developed technique on original images we selected
Lunokhod-2 area. Detailed study of LRO NAC data allowed us
to determine Lunokhod rover tracks and refine the route with
high accuracy based on created DEM and orthoimage
(Karachevtseva et al., 2016). Modern processing of panoramic
images (Kozlova et al., 2014) prepared them for further use in
this study as original data.
3.1. Tests on models
Firstly, we tested this technique on modelled images. In this
case we select one of the artificial images to be a “real” image
with unknown observation point, carry out the whole procedure
of adjustment, and then compare the obtained coordinates with
ones used for modelling.
To do this we created three synthetic surface images by means
of OrthoDEM2Cam. For modelling we used Lunokhod-2 region
which is close to the highlands and main parameters of
Lunokhod panoramic camera (focal length 12.5 mm, pixel size
13.1 μm). Then we loaded these synthetic images into
PHOTOMOD considering two of them as reference images
(Model 1 and 2) and the third one as a target (unknown) image
with only preliminary exterior orientation (Model 3), see
Table 1. A few ground control points were measured in the hills
(~1-1.5 km far from the selected observation points)
corresponding to the most prominent features, which could have
been clearly identified in real surface images (Figure 3). On
models it is possible to measure plenty of control points, as
every pixel from the model corresponds to certain pixel from
DEM. However, main attention was paid to find the minimal
amount of points which is necessary for first refinement of
preliminary orientation for the target image. Bundle-block
adjustment of the three models showed that even 5 control
points can give sufficient result: the position of observation
point was found within the distance of 3.6 m from the
observation point (Table 1).

b) positions of ground control and observation points of
modelled images. Model 3 is the target (unknown) image.
Figure 3 (a, b). Example of measurements of ground control
points on synthetic images.

Table 1. Exterior orientation parameters of modelled images
and results of their adjustment with 5 control points
Name

Type

Latitude, ° Longitude, °

H, m

ω, ° ϕ, °

κ, °

Model_1

reference image

25.78548

30.80124 -2689.0 -85.0

Model_2

25.78028

30.81264 -2689.2 -84.2 29.9 177.1

Model_3_Pr

reference image
target image (preliminary
coordinates)

25.78321

30.80205

Model_3_Adj

target image (adjusted
coordinates)

25.78173

30.80275 -2732.2 -85.1 -0.2 179.9

Model_3_Real

S hift (pr-adj), m
target image (real
coordinates)
Accuracy (adj-real), m

44.4
25.78164
2.6

-21.1

-2690 -85.0

42.2

0.1

30.80284 -2730.2 -85.0
-2.7

-2.0

5.0 179.6

0.3 180.0

0.5

0.0

0.0 180.0

-0.1 -0.2 -0.1

If we increase number of ground control points up to 15, we get
coordinates with the accuracy of 1-1.5 m.
We expect that adjustment of the real fragment of Lunokhod
panorama gives accuracy of the same order (of course, in
similar conditions – similar observation geometry).
3.2. Tests on Lunokhod panoramas
After tests on models we used as a target image central fragment
of real Lunokhod-2 panorama #434 (Figure 5a), which captures
the same part of the slope as Model 3. We measured ground
control and tie-points (Figure 4) and carried out adjustment. It
is natural that when measuring control and tie-points we can get
some errors. While adding points on real Lunokhod images it is
easy to make a mistake. However, the technology allows you to
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detect and highlight the outliers as a result of a bundle block
adjustment, also due to the number of measurements. Therefore,
the more points are measured the more reliable result we obtain.
First results gave the position of panorama observation point
twice closer to the most probable real location than used
preliminary coordinates (see Figure 4), but still about 77 meters
away (and 46 meters from the track). Using exterior orientation
obtained from adjustment we can remodel the whole panoramic
image and compare it with the original one (Figure 5 a,b).

Table 3. Calibration of Lunokhod camera
Parameter
Adjusted values
Dx0, mm
-0.0313
Dy0, mm
0.0400
DF, mm
-0.1618
k1
-0.002765183
k2
0
k3
0
P1
0
P2
0.001688858

4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Figure 3. Example of measurements of ground control points
and tie-points on original image. Real (unknown) fragment of
panorama #434 is in the middle.

LRO NAC DEM, orthomosaic, and the results of detailed
studies of the Lunokhod-2 route were used for modelling of
individual sites in order to find observation points for archival
panoramas. Recovery of lost elements of exterior orientation for
archival images helps to put them into modern geospatial
context. This, in turn, makes it possible to carry out detailed
geomorphological study of the lunar surface as a result of the
new digital processing of archival panoramas.
In the paper we have presented a test approbation of the
developed method of determination of rover coordinates from
photogrammetry processing of obtained surface images together
with artificially modeled synthetic images produced from highresolution DEM and orthomosaic. We found out that the
method shows good results on models but needs further tests on
real surface images.
In future we plan to test the developed technique on another
lunar region using Apollo data (Haase et al., 2012) and discuss
the ways of increasing of the accuracy of the method.
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b
Figure 5. a – original Lunokhod-2 panorama #434; b – synthetically modelled panorama #434 based on determined exterior
orientation.
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